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Joyful News - July 11, 2018
God on Surrender
I was just posting on Facebook about surrendering my day before I begin and God came
through with the comment below on surrender. I have noticed a trend lately emerge as this is
the third time this week that someone from Heaven wanted to add to a post this week. First
Jesus came through adding to something I said, then the Divine Mother and then God this
morning. I think I will share the Divine Mother's comment with you in next week's newsletter
and leave you with this one from God today on surrender:
I love you all.
The reason I invite you to surrender to me is not to have control over you but to be able to
work through you for the benefit of all.
Surrender is not giving in and giving up. It is aligning with the greatest power of all, being part
of the oneness of it all. When separate, there are innate challenges and limitations. When
one, the infinite is possible.
Some equate surrender with giving in to the enemy at the end of battle. I take no prisoners.
This is an invitation to express the best possibilities of the self. You all have free will and can
remain separate for as long as you desire. However, you will also have more complaints and
limitations while you do so. It is your choice. You can go it your way alone, or you can
surrender to me and experience your greatest potential.
The challenge comes for you when you pray and want my assistance but you refuse to align
with me through surrender to access your greatest potential. And, then you blame me or life
or circumstances for not improving. The answer to all begins with surrender to me so I can
help you in ways unimaginable without it.
It is a challenge for many and often a part of the conversation in our private group on
Facebook, Help from Heaven. You are all welcome to join us there for more private
conversation.
Much love,

Joy

PS:
Save the date, August 4 at 11:11 EST for our next group healing call.
For those of you in New Jersey, we are considering doing a workshop in Morristown on
Sunday, August 5. We are considering a couple of topics such as working with you more
hands on teaching how to meditate and get messages from Heaven through automatic writing
and working with your inner child, etc. Would love to know your availability and preferences
regarding topics.
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